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War Chiefs and Peace Chiefs: The Irigwe 
 
Translator’s Preface 
 Walter H. Sangree 
 
The following is my translation into English of Jean-Claude Muller’s excellent analytic 
summary of the traditional belief system underlying Irigwe political and religious choices. 
The original, called “Chefs de guerre et chefs de paix,” is “Chapitre I”* in his monograph, 
Jeux de miroirs. Structures politiques du haut plateau nigérian (The Play of Mirrors: Political 
Structures of the Nigerian High Plateau), which presents and contrasts the sociopolitical 
ideologies of six Jos Plateau ethnic groups, one being the Irigwe. The theoretical relevance of 
this chapter’s concise summary of Irigwe worldview is of course greatly enhanced by the 
multicultural regional perspective the entire monograph provides.  
Nevertheless, the chapter when read alone deftly illustrates the “premise of 
ambiguity” that pervades Irigwe perceptions of reality. To my repeated inquiries about 
“What does this (or that) mean/do (â hyé ndá)?” the Irigwe elders again and again replied, 
“Cé njì hô” (can we know/do we want to know)?” Eventually I began to realize that these 
answers weren’t merely “put-offs” triggered by a meddlesome outsider’s tedious questions, 
but were a direct expression of the underlying premise ambiguity that pervaded Irigwe 
concepts of reality, even as late as the 1970s. Theirs was a remarkably sophisticated 
worldview—especially when contrasted with the “one or the other” judgments so 
characteristic of “talking heads” and political leaders in western “developed” societies. It 
both helped define and unite Irigwe as a society, and it helped them deal with the mixed 
blessings the outside world thrust upon them. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                
* Jean-Claude Muller, Jeux de miroirs. Structures politiques du haut plateau nigérian (Cahiers de 
l'Homme, n.s., 34, Chapitre I, 27–42) (Paris: EHESS, 1998). 
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War Chiefs and Peace Chiefs: The Irigwe 
 
By Jean-Claude Muller  
 
The Irigwe have a population of around 18,000 souls of diverse ethnic origins.1 Their origin 
myth recounts that the original ancestor fell from the sun to a place called Nyango (which 
became known as Miango during the British Administration). One of his direct patrilineal 
descendants later acquired fire, and they all moved to Kwol south of the Ngell River that 
traverses the Irigwe territory from east to west. There they met a man wandering about who 
was a defector from Jarawa (Afusare), a society, also patrilineal, that neighbors Irigwe some 
kilometers to the northeast. The Irigwe group persuaded him and his followers to join them. 
These people didn’t know how to grow crops, and subsisted solely as hunters and gatherers. 
The Irigwe provided them with seeds, and instructed them in the arts of cultivation. Thus the 
two groups decided to “marry,” that is to become “husband/man [nto]” and “wife/woman 
[mbru],” in each case the two words being the same in Nkarigwe. The original Irigwe group, 
knowing the culinary and agricultural arts, became known as the “wife,” and the Jarawa 
group who were master hunters and gatherers, became the “husband.” These two founding 
groups (called “sections,” rekla, by those involved) thus gave birth to the Irigwe ethnic 
entity. 
Time passed and these two original sections, known as the most senior or “parent” 
sections, attracted some groups from neighboring ethnicities, namely the Birom, the Rukuba, 
the Chawai, the Kaje and another group of uncertain provenance, and persuaded them to join 
them as distinctive “sections” (rekla). Each of these new sections became known either as 
“male” or as “female,” thereby retaining the dualistic character of Irigwe social organization.  
Later several extended family groups split off to establish themselves north of the 
River Ngell, thus giving birth to new sections. These new sections retained their preliminary 
sexual classification, be it “masculine” or “feminine,” but became known, following their 
separation and migration, as “children,” adding a new dimension, also dualistic, between 
“parent” and “child” sections. The Irigwe thereby further segmented (redoubled) their 
                                                
1 The material on the Irigwe is drawn principally from the remarkable works of W. H. Sangree. The 
information about politics is found primarily in Sangree (1970; 1971; 1974; 1977; 1979; 1979a; 1982 and n.d.); 
but other fragmentary data are presented in Sangree (1969; 1972; 1974a; 1974b; 1976; 1980; 1982a; 1983; 
1987; 1992; 1995). The Irigwe are mentioned in several older contributions, notably: O. Temple (1922: 253–
54); C. G. Ames (1934: 80–88); and Harold D. Gunn (1953: 98–100). The Irigwe language is classified by J. 
Greenberg (1966: 8–9) as being in the Plateau branch of the Benue-Congo linguistic family, sub-group 2. This 
branch also includes the Afusare, the Katab and the Kagoro, all three immediate neighbors of the Irigwe, and 
the Kaje, Moroa, Jaba, Kamantan, Kadara, Koro, and Afo. 
The ethnographic data for this chapter was gathered only up to the 1970s—over a generation ago—so in 
every sense this is a historical rather than a contemporary account. 
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dualistic arrangement, perhaps to accommodate their demographic growth, while retaining 
the familial metaphor by positioning the new parties so that the parent and child sections 
were separated and facing each other, geographically speaking, across the River Ngell (Fig. 
1, p. 3). Subsequently the first female section followed one of its offshoot sections and 
established itself in the geographic division already occupied by the children sections north 
of the River Ngell. And a few, but only a few, of the original male sections also established 
themselves in the children/child division.  
The resultant double opposition underlies the contemporary Irigwe politico-ritual 
system with its twenty-five sections, each either male or female, and either parent or child. It 
is not simply by chance that (contrary to the rule) the senior-most female section is located in 
the child division, and that many, but not all, residential compounds (reari) belonging to the 
senior-most male sections are also located in the child division. We shall note the reasons for 
these anomalies later on. 
Each Irigwe section views itself as being a great lineage embracing several family 
patrilines, with the names of apical ancestors having been forgotten except for the two “first 
(senior-most)” sections. Each section, however, plays an important role in the matrimonial 
system as well as in the political system, and we shall say something about the former before 
tackling the latter. 
The Irigwe require their daughters to be married to several husbands simultaneously. 
There is no divorce in Irigwe. Although a woman can be resident with only one husband at a 
time, she is always free to leave him to rejoin a previously married and forsaken husband, or 
to marry a new husband. Thus, as her life unfolds, a wife moves from one husband to 
another, and perhaps back again. 
A woman’s first marriage, called her primary marriage (nyinina kyae bae), may be to 
a man of her paternal section (kla, maximal descent group) providing his lineage differs from 
her own, or to a member of any other section. No man of the section into which a woman is 
married, whether she is resident there or not, is allowed to wed her in secondary marriage, 
meaning the second or a subsequent marriage of that woman. In other words a woman can 
have only one husband per section, which allows her an appreciable number of potential 
husbands, since there are twenty-five sections. The sections are both matrimonial and 
political entities within which sexual competition is precluded by prohibiting their male 
members from marrying any woman already married to any section member. 
Each section is under the leadership of an elder from its senior-most lineage. The 
elder is nominated by all the lineage elders after the death of his predecessor. However, since 
the office is considered to be dangerous for the one who holds it, often the elder chosen 
refuses the honor, and members of the lineage must find another who is not afraid of dying. 
To be certain of having several candidates capable of performing the relevant section rites, 
all males of the senior lineage are pressured from around age ten years to participate in 
instructional meetings that are held in sacred woods neighboring Irigwe territory. The boys 
are drilled in the essential details of those rites, in case perhaps someday they will need to 
carry them out. This pertains especially to the senior-most male and female sections which 
have to carry out most of the rituals, and who thus spend the most time in the sacred forests. 
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Since the forests are infested with tsetse flies, a substantial proportion of those who assist at 
the rituals contract sleeping sickness, which has an impact on the fertility of those men. 
Consequently the parental sections, particularly the senior-most male and female sections are 
 
demographically smallest—a fact that the Irigwe attribute not to the tsetste flies, but to the 
lethal potency of their rituals which they believe greatly endanger these two sections. This is 
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taken as visible proof that their rituals are the most important since they kill them rather than 
others not involved with the rituals. The junior sections have their own rituals to carry out, 
but they are less elaborate and perceived to be less dangerous. The male sections carry out 
rituals concerned mostly with the dry season, particularly the hunting rituals, while the 
female sections are in charge of most of the rainy season rituals. The Irigwe believe a 
dichotomy is never perfectly symmetrical, and that each part of a pair always possesses a 
portion (however minuscule) of its counterpart. In keeping with these beliefs, we find that 
elders from relatively minor female sections supervise the hunts that open the dry season, and 
that subsequent hunts are supervised by male section elders. Similarly the initial agricultural 
season rituals that open the new rainy season are supervised by elders of the least important 
male sections, whereas subsequent rainy season agricultural rituals are overseen by the 
senior-most female section elders. Each section’s ritual chief, assisted by several aides, has 
responsibility for one or several rituals that are believed to contribute to everybody’s 
prosperity. Every section jealously guards its ritual secrets, and only divulges them to their 
members when they are gathered in the sacred forests and groves. The groves are taboo for 
women, effectively precluding women from learning those ritual practices and beliefs.  
Thus we have in Irigwe a political ritual organization that one can call contrapuntal 
and complementary, where each section depends upon itself for at least one ritual in the pan-
Irigwe ceremonial cycle, and on all the other sections for the rest. Each section is left free to 
organize its own (or sometimes its several) ritual(s), the general opinion being that none 
among them would be so irresponsible as to sabotage them, since the guilty party would be 
the first to suffer from their own mistake.  
The pan-Irigwe ritual cycle, which recurs annually, serves as the calendar that 
specifies the sequence of agricultural and hunting activities. Each rite opens the season to 
certain activities and closes it to some others. Those who do not respect the calendar must be 
penalized, because every infringement of the sequence of events framed by the rites, for 
example seeding outside of the season designated for it, is believed to bring on atmospheric 
perturbations that afflict everyone. The dry season rituals pertain primarily to hunting, which 
is an activity that the Irigwe passionately pursue. Communal hunts organized by the male 
sections, are open to hunters from every section. This participation is greatest at the annual 
pan and intertribal hunt called Zaraci, which is supervised by the senior-most male section.  
With all hunts, the slaughtered remains of important animals are taken to the section 
ceremonial huts (branyi) of the hunters who killed them. The bagging of a leopard, a gazelle, 
and above all of an enemy, confers the title of “hero” (shüa) upon the hunter who killed it; 
and a civet cat or a wart hog, brings the title of “minor hero, literally empty hero” (shüa 
hoho). The sections whose hunters have bagged one or some of these animals, organize a 
dance at the end of the hunting season to memorialize the event, a dance open to all, with 
special invitations to the elders of every section. These hero celebrations (occurring around 
the beginning of the rains) are held by every section, one after another, who can boast having 
a hunter (or hunters) lucky and skillful enough to have bagged a hunting trophy that season. 
Elders, hunters, and female admirers from every section are invited to come and join their 
celebration honoring their new “hero(s)” (shüa), and also the great hunters of the past whose 
names and deeds are remembered in the chants sung as the celebration concludes.  
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A section Chief’s work is above all ritual in nature. It consists of channeling the “life 
forces” (tede) for the good of his section and the entire society, by carefully carrying out the 
rites assigned by custom to their section. Any error is supposed to bring disaster and death to 
section members, particularly to those in the descent group enucie of the perpetrator(s). 
However, in spite of every precaution one can take, this force of life is intrinsically lethal. 
Even if one carries out the rituals without fault they will take their toll by killing section 
members, but less than when the rites are badly executed.  
Thus we have here, to paraphrase Marc Augé (1977), a power of life that is also a 
power of death. We are in a completely ambivalent situation that must be controlled, not only 
by minutely carrying out the rituals but also by the public and private conduct of the section 
chief. In order to protect himself as much as possible against the potentially mortal aspect of 
the life force, the section Chief needs to follow rules that lessen his involvement in profane 
matters. He must not get involved or take sides in quarrels. He should be “above the melee,” 
so to speak, reluctantly assuming the role of arbiter who avoids all contact with the violence. 
It should be noted that this arbitrator’s role, whenever demanded by the parties involved as a 
last resort, is aided and abetted by supernatural sanctions for punishing the recalcitrants. 
Other younger men in the section take care of the administrative and judicial affairs under the 
distant and detached supervision of the section chief, who shouldn’t in any case involve 
himself in trivial questions of procedure or fact gathering.  
These informal judicial functions, also linked to violence and warfare, were 
traditionally carried out by renowned and respected men who had gained recognition as 
natural leaders through their feats as hunters or warriors. Paradoxically, most of those 
influential men were considered to be “sorcerers” (krotu), who were mistrusted but 
nevertheless very useful to society under certain conditions. Such sorcerers possessed and 
still possess “a bad power or force” (tsitsie), which is completely antithetical to “the force of 
life” (tede), which it can damage—even destroy. On the other hand, “the force of life” can 
thwart sorcery. Under these conditions no section ritual Chief can be a sorcerer, because he 
would risk not only being destroyed by the force of life, but also destroying the force of life 
itself, to the great detriment of his section and the entire society. The force of life (tede) is 
seen as truly Irigwe in its nature and origin. Sorcery (tsitsie), on the contrary, is assumed to 
be an import from neighboring ethnic groups that the Irigwe have integrated into their social 
and political system, indeed into their own worldview.  
Sorcery propagates itself today in several ways: (1) by heredity, the sorcerer parent 
passing his powers on to two (rarely more than two) of his children; (2) by purchase from a 
sorcerer, who in the process both becomes the sorcerer’s victim and assumes his power; and 
(3) through twinship, twins being considered sorcerers from birth.  
In the case of twins an elaborate procedure is followed to eliminate their baneful 
powers. Generally this treatment kills both twins. However, the newborn following the twins 
is also viewed as a sorcerer, but his (or her) attributes are diminished and nearly neutralized, 
thus exempting her/him2 from undergoing the lethal treatment. Nevertheless the surviving 
                                                
2 A special set of forenames, several for males and several for females, are reserved for surviving twins. 
Female surviving twins, although they take no part in warfare or hunting, have major roles as healers.  
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twin/sorcerer is obliged to drink certain medicines periodically to prevent its harmful aspects 
from reappearing, until a culminating ceremony finally purges the baleful aspects while 
retaining the divinatory powers that allow him/her to detect other sorcerers and prevent them 
from being harmful. These neutralized sorcerers play a great role in controlling evil and 
disease, because sorcery is believed by the Irigwe to be the principal factor in people’s 
setbacks and misfortunes.3 
These sorcerer-twins had no political role properly speaking, but Irigwe say that in 
precolonial times it was good to have several common sorcerers in one’s section. Since 
sorcerers have an irrepressible need to kill, wars and interethnic skirmishes allowed them to 
exercise this bloody activity to the benefit of all Irigwe, and diverted them from attacking 
members of their own ethnicity. It is said that sorcerers have great strategic gifts. Thanks to 
their supernatural powers they can transform themselves into birds that can spy on enemy 
activities, and with this information often assure themselves victory. Their raiding activities 
brought other benefits to the section, and indirectly to the whole society. Irigwe warriors 
brought the heads of killed enemies, which together with heads of wild animals, were then 
stored in the trophy bins (kpansu) of the sections of the killers, thereby nourishing and 
strengthening the force of life of those sections. The Irigwe say that today, when one has only 
big game to place there without any enemy human heads, the life force has become enervated 
and impoverished, even as the taking of much game has become rarer and rarer. Thus the 
sorcerers had an important and beneficial place in Irigwe society because they had found out 
how, through warfare and hunting, to direct their aggressiveness profitably outwards beyond 
their own societal boundaries. 
However the situation for sorcerers changed with the coming of Pax Britannica. In 
prohibiting interethnic warfare, the British deprived the sorcerers of their principal outlet. 
Today one can be sure, with possibly major exceptions as we shall later see, they have turned 
back against the Irigwe. They now direct their murderous enterprises towards neighbors of 
their own ethnicity, thus increasing the work for sorcerer-twins whose services are ever more 
sought after. Since their efforts no longer suffice, a cult dedicated to curing illness and 
chasing off sorcerers has been borrowed from the Irigwe’s Chawai neighbors to address the 
problem of increasing sorcery.4 It is a significant fact that this cult is run by younger men, in 
conformity with the expected reluctance of elders to involve themselves with chicanery and 
everyday legal procedures. The younger men actively involved in this new cult progressively 
withdraw from it as they age, respecting the image that elders be detached from everyday 
business and devote themselves to ritual matters.  
We have already noted that there are two major exceptions where sorcerers continue 
the struggle against alien forces, namely the two Irigwe administrative chieftaincies. When 
the British imposed Pax Britannica, they divided the Irigwe territory into two districts, one 
south of the River Ngell, containing only parent sections, and the other to the north, made up 
                                                
3 Vide: Sangree, W. “La Gemellite et le Principe d’Ambiguite.” L’Homme Vol 11, No 3 (1971): 64–70. 
4 Vide: Sangree, W. “Prescriptive Polygamy and Complementary Filiation among the Irigwe of Nigeria.” 
Man 9 (1974) : 44–52. 
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of the children sections (with one exception). Faithful to the principle of “Indirect Rule,” the 
British looked for chiefs who would govern through their mediation, and the Irigwe 
accommodated by nominating two outstanding warriors, coming from two male sections 
which had only minor ritual prerogatives, but which were demographically of considerable 
importance, and which conformed fully to the Irigwe idea that their ethnographer, Walter 
Sangree, neatly phrased as “the separation of Church and State.” In Kwol, the geographically 
parent district situated south of the River Ngell, the Irigwe nominated and sent as their 
negotiator a respected warrior and hunter from Nadzie, which was the most populous section, 
but which had only minor ritual importance. The British named him chief with the full 
support of other Irigwe sections, and he held this post for twenty-six years. Upon his death in 
1931, the British, who had always been confronted with legitimacy problems in the larger 
region, and who were trying to graft their power to the legitimate traditional authorities (or so 
it seems), opened up an administrative inquiry about who should be his proper successor. The 
administration’s supposition was that political superiority is linked to ritual superiority, 
which is often the case but not in Irigwe. The administrative inquiry concluded, 
unfortunately, that the two ritually supreme sections were politically more important than the 
others. Thus the English named as district chief a man from Nuhuwie, which is the senior-
most male ritual section, much to the annoyance and anxiety of the Irigwe. Their reluctance 
was confirmed and strengthened when this nomination was rapidly followed by an invasion 
of grasshoppers, thus confirming Irigwe beliefs that ritually important sections ought not 
meddle with administrative affairs or political activities. This new chief, who from the Irigwe 
perspective had been imposed upon them against their will, was removed, and the 
administrative chieftaincy was returned to Nadzie, with everyone’s approval, to a member of 
the first administrative chief’s family.  
Things happened much the same way on the north side of the river, in the junior 
geographic division called Nyango (Miango), where the Irigwe elders chose a great warrior 
of Tahu Section to be their chief. Tahu is indeed the most populous Nyango section, but of 
only minor ritual status. Subsequently the English attempted several times without success to 
replace this Tahu chief with someone from a ritually higher-ranking section, but the post 
always soon reverted to the Tahu section. 
In 1971 the Provincial government decided for reasons of economy to retain only one 
chief for all Irigwe by abolishing one of the two positions, but without making it clear which 
would be eliminated. An Irigwe informant with whom I discussed the whole incident said 
people viewed the two chiefs as struggling with each other supernaturally with sorcery while 
everyone else counted the blows. During the negotiations one of the chiefs had a motor 
accident, which everyone immediately interpreted as a manifestation of the superiority of his 
rival. I don’t know what eventually happened in this struggle, but my Irigwe informant’s 
account attests to the continuing saliency of traditional ideas to their interpretation of local 
political realities. 
The introduction of new religions gives us additional proof of the permanence of 
traditional ideas. The missionaries arrived on the Plateau about the same time as the tin 
miners and the British administrators, and they soon established a mission in Irigwe a bit 
separated from the inhabited village areas. The Irigwe imposed this segregation on them and 
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their convents because any Irigwe foolish enough to embrace a foreign religion was regarded 
as a sorcerer or sorceress. And it was out of the question to keep these dangerous individuals 
close to home at the very moment when they no longer had any enemies to turn against 
outside of Irigwe. This new Christian community, which was somewhat (to a slight extent) 
ostracized, grew while preserving minimal contact with the rest of the society, each convert 
knowing very well from which section he or she originated. The number of Christians by 
1965 had risen to about 5 percent of the population, and the Christian community, populated 
by definition by sorcerers, had became accepted by the traditionalist Irigwe as those Irigwe 
who are educated and westernized—i.e., best versed in the ways of the new outsiders. The 
district chiefs today are chosen from among the Christian descendants of those sections that 
traditionally furnished the war chiefs. Even the most traditionalist Irigwe say that the best 
contemporary political chiefs are those who are well versed in the language, religion, and 
culture of the English. Their view is that the contemporary political chiefs have simply added 
new modern understanding to their hereditary sorcery resources. Politics, in essence, is 
viewed as a battlefield between the Irigwe district chiefs and the chiefs of neighboring 
ethnicities, which together form the contemporary Jos Division. The warfare of former days 
where Irigwe war chiefs achieved victory through armed combat and sorcery against 
bordering groups has transformed itself into a politico-administrative war between districts. 
The new knowledge, namely the English language and Christianity—religion of the 
conqueror—allow the Irigwe chief-sorcerers to battle more effectively against the members 
of the new administration and the chiefs of neighboring ethnicities whenever all the district 
chiefs gather in Jos to discuss divisional affairs. Unfortunately the new situation allows only 
two Irigwe sorcerers (serving as their district representatives) to turn their talents against the 
strangers’ schemes. The Irigwe fear that nowadays the other sorcerers among them, deprived 
of their traditional outlet, namely warfare, are turning back against the Irigwe. In order to 
assuage that danger they have borrowed the anti-sorcery cult from the Chawai, as we have 
already noted. 
The Irigwe are thus characterized by a dichotomy between ritual and political 
functions. When they consider the matter, Irigwe insist that their society’s well being 
depends upon the cooperative complementary and combined efforts of the senior sections 
and the junior sections. The senior section elders are responsible for and carry out the most 
important rituals, whereas members of the junior sections, which are the most populous, 
serve as the protectors and defenders of the society. Both senior and junior sections are held 
to be indispensable for the continuation of the social order, and a senior/junior hierarchy is 
thereby denied. The senior sections are ritually superior, but inferior in matters of defense, 
just as the junior sections are superior in those matters, but ritually inferior. The outcome of 
these combined efforts is the obliteration of the hierarchic principle. 
This complementarity between seniors and juniors is also evident in the gender 
assigned responsibilities of the sections. The senior sections—male and female—carry out 
the most important rituals for the benefit of all, but the raw materials, so to speak, that go into 
their offerings are mostly provided by the junior sections. We have seen that the bagging of 
big game augments the force of life upon which Irigwe believe their well being depends. The 
senior sections carry out the appropriate rituals, but they freely admit that it is the bringing in 
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of game by the more populous junior sections that enables them to fulfill these ritual duties. 
Also, the Irigwe use late millet (zu) for libations to the ancestors, and although everyone 
regards the transplanting of that crop to be a task for women, it is carried out by the young 
women of all sections (both “male” and “female” sections). Thus one can see that at the ritual 
level Irigwe repeatedly affirm that young and old, cannot do without each other. Both the 
senior male and senior female section elders must contribute their respective indispensable 
expertise, and the juniors must supply the ingredients needed by everyone, placing here once 
again the accent upon complementarity.  
Let us further examine now how the other pair of oppositions are viewed, namely the 
“male,” and the “female,” in practice as well as in discourse. We have already noted that the 
female sections are in charge of all significant rituals relating to the rainy season, and the 
onset of the dry season. The male sections then take over the major dry season rituals, 
particularly those involving communal hunts, and they also carry out the initial minor rituals 
that open the rainy season. Even though one finds hierarchy within the moiety divisions, 
certain sections being considered ritually more important among the senior sections, and all 
superior to the junior sections, a functional complementarity exists between the moieties, at 
least if you follow the logic of the Irigwe that we have laid out, namely that complementarity 
obliterates hierarchy.  
But wouldn’t there somewhere be then another hierarchy within the two male and 
female moieties? Earlier we recounted Irigwe’s most complete origin myth (the first female 
section’s origin myth) which ends by considering the ambiguous hierarchical status of the 
two first Irigwe sections vis-a-vis each other. This version recounts that when they (the 
original section) joined up with the first male section, they both decided to regard themselves 
as “male” and “female,” the two terms in Irigwe also meaning “husband” and “wife,” 
therefore “man” and “woman.” But the first female section also claims, more subtly, that this 
sexual dichotomy similarly signifies “mother” and “son.” This first female section’s version 
of the myth is known all over Irigwe, but the first male section vehemently challenges it and 
says that their own ancestors were already established in the Irigwe territory well before the 
female section forbearers wandered through. They claim that they (the first male section 
members) persuaded the newcomers to settle with them as “spouses” and magnanimously 
gave them “female” rituals to carry out. Echoing the arguments advanced by the first female 
section, where the first male section thus was not only the “husband” but also the “son,” they 
claim the first male section proclaimed her to be not only his “spouse” but also his 
“daughter,” which conferred a subordinate status. Thus the first male section forebears are 
said to have acted exactly like the first female section forebears who tried to subordinate the 
first male section by calling it “son.” These are all efforts to transform a complementarity 
into an absolute hierarchy, each section employing the same contrivances. Learning all this 
from the Irigwe themselves in a multiplicity of contexts, ethnologists might well describe 
them as having an alternating complementary hierarchy, in the sense that one moiety is 
dominant during one half of the year because of its rituals, and the other with its rituals is 
preeminent during the other half. In any case things proceed as if each of the two senior-most 
sections is trying to prove its superiority by shifting to another level of reality, namely the 
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historical, in order to claim its antecedent existence, which they both accept ipso facto to be 
the quintessence of superiority.  
All such arguments focus on the first two sections’ expressed concerns about an 
absolute hierarchy. But what is the opinion of other sections in this debate? Sangree tells us 
that the majority of Irigwe prefer to emphasize the first male section’s superiority over the 
first female section for at least two reasons. First, it goes without saying for the Irigwe that 
men are superior to women, and thus the male section should be a priori superior to its 
female counterpart. But in other contexts, the Irigwe admit to doubts about the superiority of 
men, because after all do not women assure the continuation of society by bearing infants 
into the world? Are they not thus superior, and following the metaphorical analogy that 
compares sections to their biological sex, would not female sections thus be superior? 
However, in the sociopolitical context we are occupying, it is clearly the male superiority that 
Irigwe prefer to emphasize. The second reason invoked for justifying the superiority of the 
first male section is its location in the geographic region reserved for parental sections. They 
also note that the first female section is the only exception to this rule, being located entirely 
in the children geographic region, which attests to its relative inferiority.  
To these arguments the first female section members reply that, in every case the 
senior ancestor of a section was a man and not a woman, so one cannot claim any superiority 
of the male sections just because in all cases elder men carry out the ritual business. 
Regarding the problem of localization in the geographic area occupied by the child sections, 
they point out that the very area where the first female section is located today, is where the 
founding ancestor of their first section fell from the sky before finding fire and emigrating 
across the River Ngell to what subsequently became the senior/parent area of Irigwe known 
as Kwol. Subsequently, after the establishment of the junior/child area of Irigwe north of the 
River Ngell, known as Nyango, the senior-most female section members returned to that area 
to live, which proves their great attachment to their origin place. Also, Irigwe senior female 
section elders point out that it is Irigwe custom for an old woman to go to live by her sons. 
This is just as their section did, they insist, when it established itself in the children’s region, 
settling just next to one of the child sections directly descended from it, thereby giving 
supplementary proof of their connection! One can find, even among those who hold 
spontaneously to the superiority of the first masculine section, some who agree it may be 
right that the original section is female. Thus one finds the ball passed back and forth again 
and again in an ideologically “zero sum game.”  
These doubts and swings seem to be a characteristic of sections that cannot claim an 
ancient Irigwe pedigree, and it appears that most Irigwe try to pass over such a status 
hierarchy question silently, or to minimize the importance of the discussion. We have seen 
that the sections were all hierarchized into parents and children sections according to their 
order of arrival, or whether their arrival resulted from leaving one or another of the parental 
sections. Although the rituals recognized as the most important must be carried out by the 
senior male and female sections, the Irigwe switch to another language when they want to 
stress or emphasize the democratic and complementary aspect of their society. Sangree 
informs us in an unpublished manuscript that, “the Irigwe say it is pointless to regard any 
particular ritual—and the section that performs it—as more important than another.” They 
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thus put the emphasis on the interdependence of the rites carried out by the different sections 
by minimizing or keeping quiet about hierarchy, which is so much accepted and copiously 
discussed in other contexts, such as whenever they want to bring out (emphasize) the organic 
unity of their society where welfare is assured by everyone’s working together.  
However, the Irigwe are not done with hierarchy, because what they forsake on the 
one hand they advance on the other by placing one festival foremost among all the others, 
namely the great annual pan-ethnic hunt, (indeed interethnic since several neighboring tribes 
are invited to it), which is the most significant event of the Irigwe year. The hunt, called 
Zaraci, is organized by the senior-most male section. Zaraci is for most Irigwe the prime 
symbol of their ethnic identity. Irigwe even proclaim that their participation in Zaraci is what 
makes them Irigwe. They are not thereby forgetting that outsiders, regardless of their 
ethnicity, are also free to attend. Rather, they are simply stressing that the leaders and others 
from each Irigwe section always participate and contribute their particular specialty at this 
one great annual ceremonial, thus expressing the traditional unity of them all. These Zaraci 
celebrations, involving as they do the whole population, affirm for most Irigwe the absolute 
superiority of the senior-most male section. Their position is further re-enforced by the 
section’s being “male” thus unquestionably superior, because the Irigwe, in spite of their 
protestations that seem to exhalt the complementarity between the sexes at the expense of 
hierarchy, nevertheless hold women to be inferior, even while claiming elsewhere and in 
other circumstances that they are equal, indeed, as we have seen, superior. For example, the 
Irigwe exclude women from rituals and land inheritance, but not for reasons of intrinsic 
inferiority. Instead they invoke the practical problems: women marry and live elsewhere, and 
for that reason are not present either to carry out those rituals or to accord them all the care 
that they merit. Similarly, women would not be able to inherit the land of their parents, from 
the very fact of their being married elsewhere. We have already heard the argument of female 
sections who say they are in no way inferior to male sections, since it is their men in reality 
who carry out the rituals, just as in the male sections. Thus it goes among the Irigwe, as 
though people were holding two different and ambiguous discourses, on the one hand 
referring ceaselessly to complementarity and equality, and on the other placing the accent on 
hierarchy. But every accent upon hierarchy is also a contested discourse, with one and 
another gender grouping putting forth its own argument, which often only convinces its own 
members, to promote its so-called hierarchical superiority. 
Irigwe thinking is permeated by what Sangree calls the principle of ambiguity, 
according to which everything also includes a portion of it’s opposite, as if it were impossible 
to think of equality and complementarity without hierarchy. This ambivalence has 
repercussions in everyday discourse where people never cease to contrast complementarity 
with hierarchy, without apparently ever being able to decide in favor of one or the other. But 
can one really cut a trail through this thicket to which the Irigwe are so devoted? This is a 
problem that had already preoccupied Lévi-Strauss (1958). In a celebrated article on dualistic 
sociopolitical organizations, he questioned the existence of dualistic organizations that are 
purely complementary and purely symmetric. More recently, Tcherkézoff (1983) has 
similarly shown that dualistic organizations are hierarchized, and are not, as one is led to 
believe at first glance, exclusively complementary. What, then, is the Irigwe reality? Does 
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one find among them an absolute hierarchy, “holistic” in Dumont’s sense (1967)? Indeed that 
is the case if, as Sangree tells us, most Irigwe are inclined spontaneously to assign a 
superiority to the first male section, because it is the first of its gender, because it is 
masculine, and because it organizes the festival recognized to be the one in which all Irigwe 
participate, in contrast to all other rites which are performed by specific sections for the 
benefit of all, but not with all sections’ participation. Thus one can only answer “yes.”  
One is still more persuaded if one takes the trouble to analyze a detail that occurs in a 
ceremonial held during Zaraci that is directed by the senior-most members of the male 
section and involves representatives of all the other sections. During this ceremonial, the 
senior male section’s senior-most elder debates with elders of the more junior sections, thus 
making manifest, by the paradoxical position he displays only in this context, the unity of all 
Irigwe sections, and the fusion of the senior and junior divisions—the senior-most female 
section elders here taking only an unassuming role. We find further evidence of the unifying 
role of the senior-most section, when we recall that several of its residential compounds are 
located in the junior division, thus serving as permanent territorial reminders of the senior-
most section’s unifying presence. The fact that the senior-most male section has several 
compounds in the child division is a permanent territorial expression of what is going on in 
this Zaraci ceremonial, namely, the first male section leaders’ uniting, through their ritual 
actions, the leaders of the senior and junior sections. The senior-most section’s households’ 
residency in both divisions is also a manifestation of the principle that an antithetical pair 
cannot be entirely severed, and that each member of the pair possesses at its core, a part of 
the other. In addition, we have seen that the senior female section is situated in the child 
geographical division and not in the parent division where one would expect to find it. One 
can see here an illustration of this principle of ambiguity, namely the geographic division 
belonging to the children must have in it’s midst both partial and whole senior section 
elements. Even here, however, a recognition of hierarchy prevails, because one does not find 
child sections, or even child section households, living in the geographically senior divisional 
territory. The first female section, however, which considers itself to be the most ancient, 
lives in the shadow of one of its sons in a politically dependent situation, that one can explain 
and interpret in the following terms: the females—the female sections represented by the 
oldest among them—are men’s dependents, despite what the Irigwe say about it elsewhere. 
The senior-most male section in contrast, is in both of the geographic locations, which 
permits it to say that it is senior and junior at the same time. To justify this interpretation, one 
need only note that there is no comparable ritual in which the first female section takes a 
preeminent role similar to that taken by the first male section at Zaraci, which is what a 
strictly bipolar system would lead one to anticipate. Indeed just the opposite, one can point to 
the intensification of masculine values that is manifest at a second annual ritual held about 
six months after Zaraci, namely at Ci Ku Ritoru, which also brings together the ritual elders 
of all the sections, but without the active ritual participation of them all. On that occasion we 
find that the accent is not put upon the unity of the entire ethnic group. The ritual is directed 
by three sections considered to be masculine, with only the elders and some mounted hunters 
participating. The ceremony signals to everyone that the season for communal hunts is 
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approaching. Thus one could say that masculine values are openly favored in the big rituals 
to the detriment of feminine values.  
But Zaraci is still more important and inclusive, in Dumont’s sense, if one pushes the 
analysis even further. It is a ceremony that both ends the current year and opens the next. 
Held in March, it shortly precedes the rainy season, and is held in conjunction with a whole 
series of agricultural rites that inaugurate the farming season. “Rainy season (riê)” also 
means “year” in nkarigwe (the Irigwe language), and is the term they use to refer both to the 
past year and the entry into the new year. The Irigwe, when they want to illustrate the 
supreme importance of Zaraci for them, will point out they never had or needed any sort of 
supreme Chief in olden times, except to help the elder from the senior-most male section 
direct the Zaraci rituals and hunt—as still happens today. At the same time Sangree observes 
and reminds us, “the ritual specialization of each of the twenty-five sections is recognized 
and expressed symbolically in the organization and ceremonial arrangements of that Zaraci 
great hunt.” The diversity is respected at Zaraci, but the senior and junior sections are 
interacting together, and one does not speak of the complementary masculine/feminine 
opposition in that context, the entire ritual field being occupied by the ad hoc chief (i.e., the 
representative of the senior-most chief) of the senior-most male section. One must also note 
that on the second morning of that two-day hunt, that chief leads a procession to greet the 
rising sun, the “sun” being synonymous with “God” for the Irigwe, and offers him prayers 
and thanks on everybody’s behalf. The sun has distinct connections with the hunt, and it’s 
preeminently masculine values. The Irigwe must bring back the game they have killed to 
please it (to be a success) or it will shine too strongly and burn the harvest, lest it not shine 
enough, preventing the plants from growing well. One does not know of any corresponding 
instance where the senior female section addresses prayers and gives thanks to the rain, so 
this can be interpreted as objective proof of the absolute superiority of the senior masculine 
section and masculine values. 
The Zaraci hunt is inclusive, in Dumont’s (1967) and Tcherkézoff’s (1983) terms, 
because it both summaries and demonstrates the unity of the entire ethnic group, while 
privileging masculine values. Men (males) are superior to women (females); thus it follows, 
“naturally,” for the Irigwe, that masculine sections are superior, the oldest of them being in 
some degree more superior—in spite of arguments to the contrary that tend to eradicate that 
fact. In conclusion, one could say that the Irigwe have a holistic hierarchy which they 
recognize, while at the same time try hard to deny, by employing a complementarity that they 
conceive to be egalitarian. 
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Translator’s Postscript 
Walter H. Sangree 
“War Chiefs and Peace Chiefs: The Irigwe,” is my translation of “Chapitre I: Chefs de guerre 
et chefs de paix: Les Irigwe” (pp. 27–42), in Jean-Claude Muller’s book, Jeux de miroirs. 
Structures politiques du haut plateau nigérian.5 Heretofore available only in French, 
“Chapter I” is an analytic summary of the traditional belief system underlying Irigwe 
political and religious choices. 
 During the course of my fieldwork in Irigwe in 1963–65, I found these beliefs deeply 
imbedded, usually implicitly rather than explicitly expressed, in Irigwe yearly subsistence 
cycle ceremonials, life cycle celebrations, their treatments for disease, and in their personal 
and collective responses to unexpected calamities and events. Subsequently I published 
papers on many aspects of Irigwe cultural and social life, but I did not complete an overview 
of their traditional beliefs and attitudes about social hierarchy, equality, and the ambiguous 
nature of good and evil, and how these all impinged upon both their personal decisions and 
collective behavior. Looking back, I think this was because I hadn’t gained the cross-cultural 
perspective necessary to perceive the holistic integrative features of those beliefs. That 
Muller achieved the necessary perspective is clearly evident in this apt summary of core 
Irigwe beliefs about hierarchy, equality, and social interdependence. I am deeply grateful to 
him for accomplishing this scholarly task so successfully.  
I believe that this translation into English of Muller’s chapter on Irigwe world view 
will be of great interest to English speaking scholars and students, including younger Irigwe. 
I am deeply grateful and indebted to Ilse Michaelis Sangree’s help with this translation, 
especially with the grammar and syntax where her knowledge far exceeds mine. Thanks also 
to Professor Muller for his careful proofreading of this translation. Its remaining deficiencies 
stem solely from my linguistic shortcomings. 
 
P.P.S. 
 In closing I must note the great scholarly importance of Jeux de miroirs, namely the 
monograph from which “War Chiefs and Peace Chiefs: The Irigwe” was extracted. Professor 
Muller’s scholarly research on the Jos Plateau societies overlapped and continued long after 
mine. Between 1963 and 1968, and in 1972–73, Professor Muller conducted extensive field 
                                                
5 Muller, Jean-Claude, Jeux de miroirs. Structures politiques du haut plateau nigérian. Paris: Editions de 
l’Ecole des Hautes Études en Sciences Sociales, 1998. 
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inquiries among the Rukuba, who directly neighbor the Irigwe to the north.6 During the 
subsequent two decades he published many professional articles and four superb monographs 
on Rukuba social organization and culture, even as he was repeatedly taking short trips back 
to the Jos Plateau, and becoming ever more conversant with the past and ongoing findings of 
other researchers working in the region. 
Professor Muller’s fifth monograph, Jeux de miroirs, published in 1998, is the 
capstone of his thirty-years’ scholarly research on the Jos Plateau. What he does for the 
Irigwe in Chapter 1 of this remarkable monograph, he does again in Chapter 2 for the 
Rukuba, and repeats in subsequent chapters for four other Jos Plateau ethnic groups that have 
been recently extensively studied, each by a different ethnographer. In sum, Professor Muller 
fashions precis of six thoroughly researched ethnic groups found on the Jos Plateau, both by 
utilizing his own field observations and by skillfully employing all the available published 
and manuscript sources of other researchers. Each precis is a major scholarly achievement in 
itself, and all reflect the great ethnographic insight he gained through his first-hand inquiries 
for over a generation among the two dozen or so indigenous peoples of the Jos Plateau.  
Finally, in the concluding chapter, Muller achieves for these six societies collectively 
what he had just accomplished with each of them separately in the preceding six chapters, but 
at a higher level of abstraction, using his wider pan-Plateau culture area perspective. He 
skillfully employs the structuralist tools of binary opposition, contrast, and “bricolage” to 
ferret out and reveal the common elements shared by these six societies, and then to expose 
the configurational patterning of those elements unique to each society. Thus Professor 
Muller successfully demonstrates that each of these six societies, even while sharing many 
very similar cultural traditions and social norms, arrange and utilize those features according 
to its own distinctive patterning that helps define and reinforce its discrete social and political 
identity.  
In summary, Professor Muller in Jeux de miroirs, after acknowledging the inspiration 
he drew from some American anthropological studies of North American Indians, effectively 
employs a creative melding of both the French and British structuralist traditions to 
summarize, contrast, and compare the core sociopolitical institutions of six of the nearly two 
dozen ethnic entities indigenous to Nigeria’s Jos Plateau heartland. The result is a 
clarification of the intricate interaction and intermingling of those ethnically discrete peoples, 
over a protracted period, within the unitary ecological setting of the Jos Plateau. This little 
monograph, of just over 200 pages, is an ethnological tour de force, both theoretically and 
substantively. It should be made available in its entirety to the Anglophone scholarly 
community. 
 
 
 
                                                
6 This was while Professor Muller was directing the UNESCO Bi-lingual center for Museum Technicians 
at the Jos Museum. Then he returned to Rukuba during the winter of 1972–73, supported by a grant from the 
Canadian Arts Council. 
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Irigwe: Settled Area, Mbra Táegbáe,  Sept., 1964 
(photo: W. Sangree) 
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Irigwe: Hunters’ Return, Zaraci, March, 1964  
(photo: W. Sangree) 
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Brief Career Sketch 
Jean-Claude Muller, Professeur Titulaire en rétrait, Departément d’ anthropologie, Université 
de Montréal. 
 
A native of Fleurier, Switzerland, Jean-Claude earned his “Licence ès lettres” in 1959 at his 
home University of Neuchâtel. His four-year association with its Musée d’ethnographie left 
him with a taste for museology and collecting of art objects that has profoundly affected his 
entire ethnographic career. From 1960 to 1963 Jean-Claude attended lectures and seminars at 
the Sorbonne that exposed him firsthand to Balandier’s and Lévi-Strauss’s contrasting 
perspectives, while also forging intellectual friendships with fellow young ethnographers that 
endure to this day.  
 In 1963 Jean-Claude become the Director of the newly formed “UNESCO Bilingual 
Center for the Development of African Museum Technicians.” in Jos, Nigeria. During the 
next four years he spent every moment he could spare from his administrative duties studying 
the dozen or more indigenous ethnic groups living on the Jos Plateau. Quite soon the 
Rukuba, who neighbor Jos immediately to the northwest, became his principal research 
focus.  
 Jean-Claude found that another ethnographer, namely Walter Sangree, was already 
studying the Irigwe who live directly south of the Rukuba, and by the time Walter left in 
1965 to resume his teaching duties at the University of Rochester, their meetings to compare 
and encourage each others’ research had become very important to them both. Thus when 
Jean Claude’s UNESCO contract ended in 1967, he decided to enroll as a Ph.D candidate at 
the University of Rochester, both to continue this collaboration at the writing up stage and to 
familiarize himself with North American anthropology.  
 Upon completing his doctoral work at Rochester in 1969 (Ph.D 1970), Jean-Claude 
accepted a tenure-track appointment at the “Départment d’anthropolgie, Université de 
Montréal”. He remained there for 38 years, earning his French “Doctorat d’etat ès lettres” in 
1979, and finally retiring in 2007. 
 During the 1970s Professor Muller returned to Rukuba several times on Foundation-
supported field trips, and then in the 1990s he switched his research focus to the Dìì in 
Adamawa Province, Cameroon. His many field inquiries bore rich scholarly fruit: four major 
monographs on the Rukuba, two more on the Rukuba and their Jos Plateau neighbors, and finally 
two monographs on the Dii, all published in French. In addition he has published dozens of 
articles and reviews in both francophone and anglophone professional journals, many of which 
draw strongly upon his own field research. 
 Professor Muller is probably the most creative and prolific anthropologist to meld French 
and Anglo/american structuralism, and use them together as a coherent research methodology 
that facilitates comparisons between society-specific studies within a larger cultural region.  
Although largely undiscovered by anglophone scholars, Professor Muller’s numerous 
publications are widely known and admired in francophone anthropological circles, and his 
lectures and seminars have greatly influenced two generations of French Canadian ethnologists. 
 
 
